
Chapter 4:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
HOW IS THE PLAN DIFFERENT FROM THE ONE
INTRODUCED?
Lu Yuan clicked on the basic aura guidance technique.

There are only four simple pages in it.

The first sentence is a blood red warning.

""Basic Reiki Guidance Technique" is the official property of the Red Maple

Empire. It is forbidden for registered genetic warriors to teach others privately.
If this rule is violated, the death penalty will be imposed!"

Lu Yuan couldn't help but shrink when he watched.

is so strict?

It seems that this thing is precious?

Lu Yuan quickly looked down.

The content of the basic Reiki guidance technique is very simple, it just tells
the basic knowledge of Reiki and how to absorb Reiki.

Reiki is a kind of omnipotent energy ubiquitous in the entire universe.

Only the gene warriors who have activated the gene chain can be absorbed
and used.

Gene warriors produce aura through physical and spiritual exercise, and can

also absorb aura from the outside world.

Reiki can refine the genetic chain, which in turn can accumulate and

strengthen the body and spirit.
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After the awakened gene chain is thoroughly tempered by aura, it is possible
to activate more advanced gene chains in a special way.

This is also a way for genetic warriors to improve themselves.

Lu Yuan suddenly, with aura, the genetic warrior's strength can be fully

utilized and he can continuously improve.

No wonder there will be a blood red warning.

Only registered genetic warriors can get the official aura guidance technique.
Those genetic warriors who have not registered naturally don't have such a

thing.

Gene warriors who are generally not registered are mostly shameless
characters.

Without Reiki Guidance, it becomes extremely difficult for these people to

temper their genetic chain.

He understood the meaning of this warning somewhat.

Lu Yuan carefully memorized the content of the Reiki Guidance Technique,
and planned to practice well next.

After , Lu Yuan looked at the other two materials.

Jun Ti Fist and Jun Ti Kill Sword are both basic physical skills used by the Red
Maple Empire military.

are boxing and swordsmanship respectively.

The long-term practice of these two sets of physical skills can increase physical

strength and mental strength by a small amount, and they are also killing

physical skills, which can be used in actual combat, and they are both killing

skills.



Both military physical boxing and military physical killing sword have videos.
The above shows a middle-aged man with indifferent temperament in military

uniform teaching two physical skills.

The teaching is very detailed, and coupled with the text, Lu Yuan feels that it

is not difficult to learn.

He plans to practice these two physical skills next.

After saving all three things, Lu Yuan started surfing on Battle.net.

Battle.net has many modules, such as trading module, combat module,
mission module and so on.

The first page is some big news about the genetic warrior circle.

"Shocked! The snow princess Si Tingxue who has not shown her face for half a

year has actually broken through to the battle master level!"

"Xuan Nine Warlord became the sixth warlord-level expert of the Daqixing
Human Race to break through the mystery of Dayan!"

"..."

Lu Yuan simply took a look, and finally found a module about the place of

origin.

There are many posts about the place of origin in the module.

There are many charges, but there are also free posts.

Free posts are generally official releases, which tell some basic information

about the place of origin.

And Lu Yuan intends to enter the place of origin, it is this information that is

missing.

He clicked on a post.



"What are the preparations before entering the land of origin for the first

time? 》

"Most awakened genetic warriors have their elders teaching before entering

the land of origin. This knowledge is useless for you. This post is aimed at

newcomers who have no guidance from the elders of genetic warriors. If you
are, then please take a closer look. Go down, it will help you a lot."

"First of all, it is the first aura guidance. Before entering the place of origin,
you must absorb the first aura. Because only with the aura can you open the

space that comes with the genetic war pattern. Although the trainee- level
genetic war pattern space is very small , But it can also allow you to bring

some things. Later, your harvest from the land of origin can only be brought

out through this space. This is very important."

"Secondly, it is the first time to bring the selection of items into the origin.
First, the weapons produced in the origin of science and technology from the

outside world cannot be used in the origin, so don’t use things like Gauss guns
and high-energy explosive bombs. Think about it. If you are a newcomer with

a certain amount of money, the advice here is to buy good genetic weapons,
which will make you stronger than others and win at the starting line. If you
don’t have enough money to buy genetic weapons, then I can only bring some

essentials. Below is a list of essentials..."

"Third, as newcomers, you should know that the first time you can stay in the

Origin Land is only 24 hours. These 24 hours are very precious every minute

and every second. Because killing the monsters in the Origin Land can get a lot

of The aura can be used to improve your cultivation. As long as you can leave

the place of origin alive, you can transfer to reality. For genetic warriors, this
is the only shortcut to becoming stronger. And the aura is just the cheapest in

the place of origin Things, monsters die have a very small chance of obtaining

battle souls. You can obtain monsters’ extraordinary genes or manifest genetic

weapons from it. These are all valuable. When you are adventurous, you may

encounter relics, gain technology and extraordinary All kinds of knowledge on
the Internet are extremely valuable. This is the best time to accumulate the

first pot of gold. So please make good use of these 24 hours."



"Fourth, if you have enough trusted friends, then you can take risks together,
use the genetic war pattern to establish a covenant, you can distribute aura, as
for treasures and knowledge, the opinion here is fair distribution, so as to

avoid conflicts or even conflicts. In addition, , In addition to the human race,
there will be other races in the initial city. For other races, please keep your

vigilance!"

"Fifth, the newcomer who awakens for the first time has an origin anchor

attached to the genetic war pattern. This anchor is also the city where the

newcomer first enters the Origin Land. As we all know, all the original cities
are the Origin Land. A city that exists on its own and cannot be occupied.
There are four initial cities where our Daqixing human race will descend,
namely Stormwind City, Bone City, Sandstone City and Blood Secret Fort.
Next I will introduce you to the four initial cities pros and cons…"

There are tens of thousands of words in this article, and Lu Yuan carefully read
it word by word, and he has a general understanding of the place of origin.

The place of origin is a magical place with infinite treasures.

In the place of origin, all the gains obtained can only be brought back after

leaving the place of origin safely.

If it is dead, there is nothing left.

Even, death will hurt the spirit, and there will be a period of time to be unable

to continue to enter the land of origin.

This has too much influence.

There are two ways to get out of the place of origin.

One is to wait for the time spent in it to end, and the other is to use escape

items to escape from the place of origin through escape items, and to preserve

the previous harvest.

However, escape items are very precious, Lu Yuan has the word "poor" written
all over his face, buy it?



Let alone escape items, even if it is genetically armed, Lu Yuan can't afford it.

He had seen the trading area before, UU reading www.uukanshu. The genetic
weapons of com start at tens of thousands of dollars even at the lowest level.

Lu Yuan rubbed his forehead.

Why am I so poor?

Do you want to make money even if you come to this world? !

There must be something wrong!

Lu Yuan somewhat refused to believe this fact.

also checked several other posts, Lu Yuan has a general understanding of the

preparations before entering the place of origin, and has made plans.

First, practice the guidance technique first, absorb the first ray of spiritual

energy, and open up the space within the genetic war pattern.

Second, go to buy the necessities tomorrow, and then buy the alloy weapons

that are in hand. Gene weapons can’t afford it, and you can make do with

ordinary alloy weapons. It should still be affordable.

Third, if you have time, you can also practice the military physical boxing and

military physical killing sword to strengthen your own strength. Don't die the
first time, it will be too hurt.

After confirming the next steps, Lu Yuan turned off the computer, went to the

bed, sat cross-legged, intending to absorb aura.

"Well... according to the basic aura guidance technique, close your eyes, let go
of your spirit, put yourself in the ethereal realm of sleep, and then you can feel
the aura."

Lu Yuan reviewed the information he had seen before and closed his eyes.



However, as soon as Lu Yuan closed his eyes, he felt that there were many

white light spots around him. These white light spots approached Lu Yuan one
after another, flying around Lu Yuan constantly, looking like cheering.

Lu Yuan: "???"

He was a little surprised.

Reiki? !

Why are there so many? ?

No, I haven't emptied my energy yet, how come I feel aura?

It seems a little bit different from the introduction?
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